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UNDERSTANDING THE LONGWAVE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CYCLE

THAT WAS THE WEEK THAT WAS
Monday, March 31st
The Trade Ministry reports Japan’s industrial production declined by 2.3% in February – the steepest drop
in eight months – as an imminent 3% sales tax increase risks stalling the nation’s GDP growth rate.

MONDAY, MARCH 31ST
• Statistics Canada reports the nation’s gross domestic product
(GDP) expanded by 0.5% in January, citing a gain of 2% in the
manufacturing sector and 1.2% in both the mining and energy
sectors. The retail sector – which suffered in December due to
severe weather – posted a 1.3% gain in January. Gains were
also recorded in wholesale trade, finance, insurance, accommodation, transportation, food services and warehousing services.

An employee operates a crane moving a roll of sheet aluminum
on the production line at the Akao Aluminum plant in Tokyo.
Photo source: Bloomberg
• Eurostat – the European Union’s statistics office based in Luxembourg – reports the euro zone’s inflation rate rose by 0.5% in
March on a year-over-year basis, following a 0.7% annual gain
in February. ECB Governing Council member Jens Weidmann
cited: “Regarding the current low level of inflation in the euro
area, one should bear in mind that two-thirds of this deceleration in prices can be attributed to energy costs and unprocessed
food prices; that is to say these are cyclical factors which are
likely to be temporary.”

• Front Page Headline, Business Insider – “The U.S. Baby Boomer Retirement Trend Goes Exponential. Gluskin Sheff’s Chief
Economist David Rosenberg notes: ‘The U.S. Baby Boomer retirement wave is just beginning. This is the primary reason for
the secular decline in the labor force participation rate. Indeed
from 2010 to 2013, more than 60% of U.S. labor force dropouts
were retirees – more than double the percentage of the previous
three years. The chart below outlines the annual increase in
the number of Americans reaching 65 years of age – a number
which is going to be at least 1.5 million per annum for at least
the next fifteen years. We are witnessing record high numbers
of Americans reaching the 65 plus age bracket, resulting in a
significant shift in U.S. demographics which in turn affects the
labor market.”
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TUESDAY, APRIL 1ST
•

Irvine, California-based CoreLogic reports U.S. home prices
rose by 0.8% in February and by 12.2% on a year-over-year
basis – the fastest annual pace since February 2006. CoreLogic’s Chief Economist Mark Fleming noted: “As the spring homebuying season commences, house price appreciation continues
to be strong. Although house prices should remain strong over
the near term due to a low supply of homes listed for sale on the
market, price increases should moderate over the next year as
home equity releases pent-up supply.”

•

The Tempe, Arizona-based Institute for Supply Management
(ISM) reports its U.S. manufacturing index rose slightly to a
reading of 53.7 in March, following a level of 53.2 in February,
while the new orders component rose to a reading of 55.1 from
54.5 in February.

•

Front Page Headline, Business Insider – “NYSE Margin Debt
Totals Have Reached New Highs. Doug Short, Vice President of
Research at Advisor Perspectives writes: ‘The New York Stock
Exchange publishes month-end data for margin debt on the
NYX data website where we can also find historical data back to
1959 … The chart on the following page outlines the relationship
between NYSE margin debt and the S&P 500 index in real terms
– adjusted for inflation to today’s dollar … The astonishing surge
in leverage in late 1999 peaked in March 2000, the same month
that the S&P 500 reached its all-time daily high, although the
highest monthly close for that year didn’t arrive until August. A
similar surge began in 2006, peaking in July 2007, three months
prior to the market peak. The latest data puts margin debt at
another record high, both in nominal terms and in real dollars.
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The second chart shows that margin debt grew at a rate comparable to the market from 1995 to the late summer of 2000,
before soaring into the stratosphere. The two data series were
synchronized in their rate of contraction in early 2001. However,
with recovery after the Tech Crash, margin debt gradually returned to a growth rate closer to its former pattern in the second
half of the 1990s, rather than the more restrained real growth
of the S&P 500. However, by September of 2006, margin debt
went ballistic again. It finally peaked in the summer of 2007,
about three months before the market. After the market low of
2009, margin debt again went on a tear until the contraction in
the late spring of 2010. The summer doldrums promptly ended when Fed Chairman Bernanke hinted of more quantitative
easing in his August, 2010 Jackson Hole Speech. The appetite for margin debt instantly returned and the Fed periodically
increased the easing until the beginning of tapering purchases
supposedly now underway.
•

•

The RBC Canadian Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) posted a reading of 53.3 in March – the 12th. consecutive month that the PMI has indicated expansion – citing: “There
was a solid improvement in business conditions in March, especially with exports.” Cheryl Paradowski, President and CEO of
the National Association of Purchasing Managers, commented:
“Manufacturers recorded a welcome recovery in new order volumes, aided by a stronger export demand and in turn, this supported greater job creation during March. Meanwhile, import
prices continue to rise sharply in the wake of the weaker currency exchange rate.”

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “PGE Corp. Charged
by U.S. for Fatal 2010 Pipeline Explosion. In a grand jury indictment filed yesterday in San Francisco federal court, PGE
Corp. (Pacific Gas and Electric Corp.) – California’s largest utility – was charged with 12 pipeline safety violations by the U.S.
government to wit: ‘Knowingly and wilfully violating the Natural
Gas Pipeline Safety Act by failing to test and assess unstable
pipelines to determine whether they could fail. Moreover, the
company is also charged with maintaining incomplete and inaccurate records about the pipeline which exploded in San Bruno.’
The charges surface 31/2 years after the explosion in San Bruno, a city of 42,000 residents about 12 miles south of San Francisco. A natural gas pipeline which was at least 54 years old,
30 inches in diameter and located under a street intersection in
a residential area, exploded just after 6:00 p.m. on September
9, 2010. According to a state report, the explosion killed eight
people and sent a 28-foot section of pipe weighing 3,000 pounds
flying through the air, fueled by blowing natural gas. The maximum penalty for each charge is either $500,000 (U.S.), or a fine
based upon the gain the corporation made in violating the law,
or the loss to victims.”

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2ND
•

The Roseland, New Jersey-based ADP Research Institute reports U.S. private sector employers added 191,000 hires in
March, following an upwardly revised 178,000 in February, previously reported as 139,000. The ADP report is based upon data
compiled from American businesses whose combined payrolls
total in excess of 21 million employees. In a speech on Monday
at a Chicago conference, Federal Reserve Chairwoman Janet
Yellen stated: ‘In some ways, the U.S. labor market is tougher
now than during any previous recession. The numbers of people who have been trying to find work for more than six months,
or more than a year, are much higher today than they ever were
since records began decades ago … I believe the Federal Reserve hasn’t done enough to combat unemployment, even after holding the Federal Funds Rate range at 0% – 0.25% for
more than five years and increasing the holdings on our balance
sheet to $4.23 trillion (U.S.) with purchases of U.S. Treasurys
and mortgage-backed securities.”

The 2010 natural gas explosion in San Bruno left this crater.
Photo Source: Getty Images
•

The Commerce Department reports U.S. factory orders rose by
1.6% in February – the biggest gain since September 2013 –
following a downwardly revised decline of 1% in January, previously reported as a drop of 0.7%.

•

Front Page Headline, Mish’s Global Economic Trend Analysis –
“France Criticizes EC as Totally Useless, Pleads for More Time
to Reduce Budget Deficits. Amusingly, French Interior Minister
Arnaud Montebourg claims the European Commission is ‘totally useless’ on the question of economic growth. This places
France’s President Hollande on a major collision course with
Brussels. President Hollande has made it clear that he wants
Brussels to give his new French government more time to hit
its already delayed budget deficit targets, setting the stage for
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Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “ECB’s Deflation
Paralysis Drives Italy, France and Spain into Debt Traps. The
European Central Bank has let it happen. Deflation has been
running at an annual rate of minus 1.5% in the euro zone over
the past five months, when adjusted for austerity taxes. Prices
have been falling at a pace of 6.5% in Greece, 5.6% in Italy,
4.7% in Spain, 4% in Portugal, 3% in Slovenia and nearly 2%
in Holland since September of last year. The rise of the euro
against the dollar, yen, yuan and the currencies of Brazil, Turkey
and developing Asia, account for some of this imported deflation. The euro zone’s trade-weighted index has risen by 6% in a
year. However, that is no excuse. It is the direct consequence of
the ECB’s own monetary policy. Frankfurt could force down the
euro at any time by signaling a determination to do something
about its predicament. However, it has chosen not to do so,
hoping that a few dovish words spoken without conviction will
somehow turn the global tide. It is difficult to judge at what point
deflation becomes embedded in the system. Factory gate prices have been slipping since mid-2012. The pace quickened to a
minus 1.7% in February, the steepest decline since the Lehman
crisis. However, this time it is not the one-off effect of a financial
crash. It is chronic and more insidious.

EMU countries. The effect is deeply corrosive even if the region never crosses the line into technical deflation. Disinflation
near 0.5% can play havoc with debt trajectories if it continues for
long, ultimately hurling Europe back into a debt crisis. Laurence
and Ruben added: ‘The biggest threat to public debt dynamics
is weaker-than-expected inflation, not even deflation would lead
to a significant deterioration in countries’ public finances. The B
of A stated that lingering disinflation would cause debt to GDP
ratios to surge by 2018, rising by 10 percentage points in France
to 105% of GDP, by 15 percentage points in Italy to 148% and
by 24 percentage points in Spain to 118%. These countries face
a Sisyphean Task. Whatever they achieve through austerity is
overwhelmed by the greater power of debt deflation. The same
denominator affect – a debt burden rising more quickly than
nominal GDP – would engulf the private sector as well, still the
Achilles Heel for Spain, Portugal and Ireland. Moody’s Investors Service warns: ‘Low inflation (0.5% to 1% until 2018) would
reignite concerns about debt sustainability. Avoiding outright
deflation does not fully shield the euro area from the shock: the
combination of low GDP growth and low inflation has significant
ramifications for all sectors of the economy.’ Tightening the vice
on households and companies with fixed rate debts would erode
bank assets, risk new bank failures and hit life insurers through
a mismatch of maturities. Reza Moghadam, from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) notes that ‘inflation of even 0.5%
threatens to scupper the nascent economic recovery in Europe.
It aggravates the North – South divide, making it more difficult
for the Mediterranean periphery to claw back lost competitiveness. The debt stricken states must carry out even more drastic
internal devaluations to regain ground, but in turn that forces up
their debt ratios. Each point of relative price adjustment must
be bought at the cost of greater debt deflation. Very low inflation may benefit important segments of the population, notably
net savers. However, in the current context of widespread indebtedness, it is working to the detriment of economic recovery in the euro area, especially in the more fragile countries,
where it is thwarting efforts to reduce debt.’ Once one grasps
the elemental point that it is thwarting efforts to control debt, the
spectacular idiocy of EMU policy becomes clear. Austerity as
designed is self-defeating. The fundamental failure has been
the ECB refusal to offset the contradictional effects with enough
monetary stimuli to keep nominal GDP growing faster than the
debt stock of Italy, France, Spain, Portugal and Greece, but not
just for those countries.

Laurence Boone and Ruben Segura-Cayeula, from Bank of
America, note their ‘inflation surprise’ index keeps ratcheting
lower as one shock after another hits the euro zone, while their
gauge of ‘deflation vulnerability’ has been flashing red for most

Again, the ECB could have done this. It chose not to because it
allowed its monetary policy to be infected by judgments on moral
hazard outside its proper gambit, by pre-modern central banking
doctrines, or by fear of what Germany might or might not say.

a potential clash with the European Commission and hardline
partners such as Germany and Finland. Announcing the appointment of Manual Valls as prime minister on Monday night following a heavy local election defeat for his ruling Socialist Party,
Mr. Hollande said the new government ‘must convince Brussels
that our plans to boost GDP growth must be taken into account
in terms of the budget targets. With the choice of Manual Valls
and a fighting government, we have a chance of reorienting
Europe. At the moment, it is Europe that reorients us towards
austerity and dogma when what we need is pragmatism. The
line from France echoes the stance taken by Italy’s Prime Minister Matteo Renzi, whose government has also set GDP growth
and jobs as its top priority. Both France and Italy are currently
under a Brussels regime of ‘specific monitoring’ of their public
finances because of slippage in their efforts to cut their budget
deficits and reduce public debt. Germany and Finland recently
issued a strong rebuke to the EC for giving France and Spain
more time to meet the EU’s deficit limit of 3% of GDP. Last year,
France was granted an extra two years to 2015 to meet the 3%
target. However, the EC has already estimated that Paris will
not achieve this.”
•
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Nowhere is this failure more obvious than in Italy, where debt
has soared from 119% of GDP to 133% since 2010, despite draconian fiscal tightening and a primary budget surplus. Rock-star
Premier Matteo Renzi has stormed into office with a 100-day
New Deal, tearing up the austerity script and going for broke
with supply side reforms and a fiscal thrust to boost economic
growth. Antonio Guglielmi, from Mediobanca, noted: ‘Markets
are betting that Mr. Renzi will prove to be the discontinuity catalyst capable of pulling Italy out of its seemingly unstoppable low
GDP growth trap, achieving a virtuous circle that at last raises
the economic speed limit and cuts into debt ratios.’ However,
even this high stakes gambler from Florence can do little in the

end against the sheer granite madness of the EMU edifice. Mediobanca observes: ‘Mr. Renzi’s last-ditch mission to save Italy
is doomed unless the ECB launches quantitative easing to head
off debt deflation and if he has to comply with the EU Fiscal
Compact as it forces the country into a primary budget surplus of
6% of GDP by next year. It is up to Mr. Renzi to send a loud and
clear message to Frankfurt on softening austerity.”
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THURSDAY, APRIL 3RD
•

•

•

•

The Labor Department reports U.S. initial claims for state unemployment benefits increased by 16,000 to 326,000 in the week
ended March 29th. while continuing claims rose by 22,000 to
2.84 million in the week ended March 22nd.
Statistics Canada reports the country registered a trade surplus of (CAD) $290 million in February, following a trade deficit
of (CAD) $337 million in January, citing higher exports totaling
(CAD) $42.35 billion, led by automobiles and auto parts and
crude oil. Exports to the United States – Canada’s largest market – rose by 4.4% to the highest level since July 2008.
Front Page Headline, Business Insider – “NYSE Investor Credit
Bubble. Lance Roberts, General Partner and CEO of Streettalk Advisors, analyzes margin debt in the larger context which
includes free cash accounts and credit balances in margin accounts. Essentially, he calculates the Credit Balance as the sum
of Free Credit Cash Accounts and Credit Balances in Margin
Accounts minus Margin Debt. The chart below illustrates the
mathematics of Credit Balance with an overlay of the S&P 500.
The chart on the next page is based on nominal data, not adjusted for inflation.

The Commerce Department reports the U.S. trade deficit widened by 7.7% to $42.3 billion (U.S.) in February – the highest
level since September 2013 – citing lower exports of fuels and
capital equipment.

FRIDAY, APRIL 4TH
•

Statistics Canada reports the nation’s economy added 42,900
jobs in March, citing 39,000 jobs in the public sector and 3,900
positions in the private sector, as the official unemployment
rate fell slightly to 6.9%. The job gains are the largest in seven
months.

•

Front Page Headline, Globe and Mail – “Anadarko Settles Environmental Pollution Claims for $5.15 Billion (U.S.). Anadarko
Petroleum Corp. and its Kerr McGee unit will pay $5.15 billion
(U.S.) to resolve environmental claims stemming from the 2009
bankruptcy of paint materials maker Tronox, representing the
biggest environmental settlement on record. The agreement
ends two years of litigation orchestrated by a trust for governments, tribes and individuals who held claims against Tronox.
In a statement, Anadarko CEO Al Walker conceded: ‘This settlement agreement with the Litigation Trust and the U.S. government eliminates the uncertainty this dispute has created and the
proceeds will fund the remediation and cleanup of the legacy
environmental liabilities and tort claims.”
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•

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “Bond Yields to
Hit New Lows as Global Economic Recovery Wilts: Saxo Bank.
Steen Jakobsen, chief executive officer (CEO) at Copenhagenbased Saxo Bank warns: ‘The average increase in 1-year bond
yields of 45 basis points in the G-10 economies over the last
year has already been enough to push the whole fragile edifice
over the edge once again – albeit with a lag. The world is in an
economic depression, so there is no way it can survive higher
interest rates. Yield levels for 10-year U.S. Treasurys will soon
roll over and slowing fall to all-time lows below 1.5% by mid2015. The S&P 500 index of stocks on Wall Street will forfeit
all of its QE3 gains, sliding down by almost 25% to 1,400 in a
year-long bear market. I am advising clients to take shelter in
the fixed income market because there will be nowhere else to
go.” As can be discerned from the chart below, U.S. margin debt
is flashing the same sort of top seen shortly before the dot com
crash and the Lehman crisis. (See charts on following page and
similar charts also in Tuesday, April 1st. above).

Mr. Jakobsen adds: ‘The rise in the euro to almost $1.40 (U.S.)
will scupper Europe’s very weak economy, pushing even Germany to the brink of recession by the end of the year. A perfect
currency storm is coming as Europe and America pull in different directions, with the European Central Bank (ECB) opening
the door to quantitative easing (QE), while the Federal Reserve
is turning off its liquidity spigot. We have the biggest sell signal for the euro since the beginning of the European Monetary
Union (EMU). I am targeting $1.25 (U.S.) by early 2015.” Mr.
Jacobsen’s view is that investors shouldn’t count on Abenomics
in Japan to help support the global economy. The Topix in Tokyo
is already back to where it was fourteen months ago, as if the
whole great experiment were a mirage. As can be determined
from the chart below, the Japan Economy Watchers Survey has
dropped to levels below the worst days of the 2008-2009 crash.
Investors and consumers alike are worried about the recent hike
in the sales tax from 5% to 8%.
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have recovered much of their losses in many areas, that has
done nothing to alleviate the nation’s massive student loan problem. Worse yet, the home price recovery has a negative benefit
for those still trapped living at home with their parents; as well as
those with a job but still mired in student debt, hoping at some
point to buy. Until that dynamic changes, household formation
will remain weak.”

There will be no quick rescue from the U.S. Federal Reserve
this time. The hawks are determined to press ahead with bond
tapering. The presence that this is not monetary tightening is
unlikely to gull markets for much longer. Federal Reserve Chairwoman Janet Yellen may be a dove but this can be misunderstood. Mr. Jakobsen believes her disgust over rising inequality trumps all else. Ms. Yellen is also suspicious of QE-driven
asset bubbles that concentrate wealth yet further. It is worth
noting that her old home – the San Francisco Fed – is leading
the revisionist charge on QE, questioning whether it does much
good once the economy moves beyond an immediate liquidity
crisis. Our own view is that critics of QE misdirected their fire
for five years. They kept warning that it must inevitably lead
to an inflationary explosion and they still do … Instead, we are
now closer to deflation in the Western world than at any time
since the 1930s. The critics confused the monetary base with
the money supply.
However, there are two very good reasons to ask whether QE
has been a dangerous gamble. Firstly, it has played a key part
in driving inequality to obscene extremes. One doesn’t have
to be a leftist to see that this is a danger to social cohesion.
Any Burkean conservative worth his salt must see the danger
as well. Burke justified inequality that stemmed from ‘the nature
of things’ but what is happening now is of an entirely different
character. It is not supporting a civilized order of mutually binding obligations; rather it is polluting society while posing a slow
threat to democracy. Secondly, as the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS) has warned, QE is creating yet another speculative house of cards that sits precariously on a dysfunctional
global economy that has never fully recovered, due to the ‘China
effect’ of excess capacity. If and when it bursts, we may discover
that the deflationary wave has grown even larger and will come
crashing down on our heads with yet greater ferocity.” See also,
Economic Winter – It’s Still the Debt, Stupid. March 21, 2014.
•

Front Page Headline, Mish’s Global Economic Trend Analysis –
“Weak Economic Recovery Easy to Understand. There is nothing difficult to understand about the weak economic recovery. I
predicted this outcome years ago. On May 22, 2008, I wrote:
‘Boomers will be competing with their children and grandchildren for jobs that in many cases do not pay living wages.’ Many
young adults are mired in student debt, working in jobs that
should not even require a college degree. Those young people
postpone household formation and still live with their parents
in record numbers. Moreover, for all age demographics, home
ownership rates peaked right as the housing bubble burst. However, the steepest percentage increases in ownership at the time
of the collapse were those under age 40. While home prices

•

The Labor Department reports U.S. non-farm payrolls increased
by 192,000 in March, following an upwardly revised gain of
197,000 in February, while the official unemployment rate remained unchanged at 6.7%. The labor force participation rate
rose slightly to 63.2% from 63% in February. In a labor market
editorial, Bloomberg News commented: “As of March, an estimated 3.74 million unemployed Americans had been out of work
for more than six months. That number would only be 1.39 million if the long-term unemployment rate – measured as a share
of the population – declined to its average during the decade
prior to the 2008 economic recession. In other words, America
is still about 2.35 million unemployed above normal. The longterm unemployed have an extremely difficult time finding new
work. Current research suggests that only about 10% of them
will obtain a secure, full-time job even by 12 months hence.
Moreover, if they were to drop out of the labor force altogether,
they would permanently damage the capacity of the U.S. gross
domestic product (GDP) to grow.”
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CLOSING LEVELS FOR FRIDAY APRIL 4TH.

WEEKLY CHANGES

Dow Jones Industrial Average

16,412.71

+ 89.65 points

Spot Gold Bullion

$1,303.50 (U.S.)

+ $9.70 per oz.

S&P / TSX Composite

14,393.10

– 132.38 points

10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield

2.72%

Unchanged

Canadian Dollar

91.07 cents (U.S.)

+ 0.65 cent

U.S. Dollar Index Future

80.418

+ 0.235 cent

WTI Crude Oil Futures

$101.14 (U.S.)

– $0.53 per barrel
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